network analysis methods have gained much attention in the last few years and have provided a wealth of insights into the structural and dynamic properties of many systems. here, we apply these methods to the study of tourism destinations' Web spaces. this exploratory analysis aims at showing how these techniques can be used and what outcomes can be obtained. After a short introduction to network analysis and a brief review of the literature, two cases are presented, namely Austria as a whole country, and a smaller destination within Italy: the island of elba. for each case, data collection methods are described and the characteristic network parameters are calculated. the comparison between the two cases highlights both similarities and differences, which are described and interpreted. finally, the limitations of this approach are discussed.
Introduction the Web has dramatically transformed the tourism industry and its landscape, and this even more as foreseen in the optimistic early days of e-tourism in the 1990s (Poon, 1993; Schertler, Schmid, tjoa, & Werthner, 1994; Sheldon, 1997; Werthner & Klein, 1999) . It is common knowledge that nearly all tourism players operate a website and that a very large proportion (approx. between 30% and 50%, dependent on region and/or reference; e.g., PhoCusWright, 2011) of the turnover generated by the sector originates from online activities. It is clear then, how strong the impact of Internet applications has been on tourism and why this industry is one of the prominent application fields in the Web, also due to its specific features. this reciprocal relationship was also already predicted in the early days of e-tourism (Werthner & Klein, 1999) .
the Web-induced transformation of tourism happened on all levels (i.e., individual, enterprise related, and structural). Consumers have changed their search and booking behavior, and have benefited from a supposedly more "transparent" market, which allows them to compare different online offers and services in a convenient way. they become actively interactive players in the field. tourism companies and organizations use the Web to directly access the electronic market, to promote themselves and to sell their products and services. A further effect of the virtualization of tourism activities is that the distinction between (types of) players blurs. Suppliers become intermediaries and vice versa, and consumers became part of the supply chain (e.g., using Web 2.0 applications and generating contents, information, and services). these phenomena point at the third level of change (i.e., the structural one). One can observe permanently new services as well as players in the field, and at the same time, a somehow opposed winnerstakes-all (or most) trend with a high level of concentration. At this level, the Web shows a dialectic relationship of order and un-order.
But one should note that information technologies not only facilitate or force these changes, but also offer a historically unmatched possibility to observe the world and its changes. Since nearly all human activities are moving to the Web and the Web itself is a transparent medium, we have the opportunity to observe both activities and the infrastructure usedthe Web becomes a mirror of the world. Data are easily available, in a cheap and fast manner. this will also lead to a change in the way economic and social studies will be performed (hendler, Shadbolt, hall, Berners-lee, & Weitzner, 2008) .
this second side of the coin is also of importance for the tourism sector, where up to now companies have used the Web mainly for PR activities, marketing, and sales, and not so much in the field of analysis. Also, when looking at the scientific research, this "data" power of the Web is somehow-in general terms-not well represented, with some exceptions in the field of text mining or blog mining, related to consumer behavior.
But there has been little quantitative research focusing on structural issues using, for example, network analysis. network theoretical methods allow a structural analysis of the relationships and connections between the respective market participants, and may provide good insights, as already done in numerous other fields (da fontoura Costa et al., 2011) . the idea is to draw a global picture, which then permits to draw better conclusions than by just looking at the different actors locally. this leads to a better understanding of the configuration and the evolution of the virtual world taken as a whole. this may allow having more general and reliable information to be used in deciding strategies and tactics, which might be not easily viewable when looking only at individual actors on a local scale.
In this article, such a structural analysis is provided by examining two different cases: the Italian island of elba and the country of Austria. But the article also deals with the question of whether it is possible to identify the market's key players by the use of such an approach. We assume that key players may not only be defined by their information/ network relationship to others, but also by their economic performance, such as turnover. As it will turn out, network analysis provides a good insight into the structural issues, but it cannot paint the entire picture. the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, a short introduction to network theory is given and the concepts used in the article are described. Section 3 contains an overview of the state of the art of network analysis in tourism and e-tourism. Section 4 presents the cases and Section 5 compares and discusses the outcomes. finally, Section 6 is dedicated to concluding remarks and possible future research in this area.
A Short Introduction to network Analysis
Various "real-world" phenomena can be captured and modeled by using a network representation. the entities observed form a set of vertices or nodes, joined (in pairs) by edges or links, if there is a specified relationship or interaction between them. By looking at this structure, network theoretical methods enable to ascertain the global structural and dynamic characteristics of the entire system. Measurable quantities (parameters) enable one to formulate general statements and allow comparisons between different networked systems (for a thorough review of all the concepts and metrics described in this section, see da fontoura Costa, Rodrigues, travieso, & Boas, 2007; newman, 2010) .
A network can be formally described by a graph G = (V, E). the set V is called vertices, and the set E consist of edges that connect pairs of vertices. two vertices that are joined by an edge are called neighbors (first neighbors are nodes directly connected to the node considered). If there is an edge between each pair of vertices, G is called a complete graph.
In a directed graph, each edge has an origin and a destination. On the contrary, an undirected graph has edges with no orientation (symmetrical relationships). In a weighted graph, each edge can be assigned an additional numerical value (representing, for example, cost, speed, time, etc.) . the degree deg(v) of a vertex v in an undirected graph G is the number of first neighbors the vertex v has. the average degree of graph G is the arithmetic mean of all degrees deg (v) . Obviously, in a directed graph, the in-degree and out-degree of a vertex are separately considered: in-links are connections coming to a vertex, out-links are those going to some other vertex.
A path in a graph is a sequence of vertices such that two consecutive vertices are joined by an edge. the number of all such edges is called the length of the path. the distance (also termed geodesic distance) d (v, w) between two nodes v and w in a graph is defined as the length of the shortest path between them. the average distance in a graph is the arithmetic mean of the distances between all pairs of vertices. If there is a path from a vertex v to a vertex w, these vertices are called connected. A connected component in a graph is a set of vertices all connected among themselves. the diameter of a graph is defined as the longest possible distance existing in the network (the maximal distance between any two connected nodes). these quantities, when considering directed graphs, take into account the edges' orientations. In this case, two connected components are defined: strongly and weakly connected components. In a strongly connected component (SCC), there is a directed path from each vertex to each other. In a weakly connected component, there is one path from each vertex to each other, but the edges' orientation is ignored.
let G be an undirected graph and n the number of its vertices, then the density ρ of G is defined as the number m of edges divided by the maximum possible number of edges (those present if G were a complete graph):
A local density can also be defined: the clustering coefficient. Let k i be the number of neighbors of a vertex v and let e i be the sum of all edges between them. If each pair of neighbors of vertex v were connected by an edge, then there would be k i (k i − 1)/2 edges. Therefore, the clustering coefficient C i of a vertex v is:
hence, C i reflects the probability that two arbitrary neighbors of v are connected by an edge. The clustering coefficient C of the entire graph G is defined as the arithmetic mean of the clustering coefficients C i of all vertices. looking at directed graphs, there can be two edges between each pair of vertices-one in each direction. taking this into account, both the density ρ and the clustering coefficient C i as defined above have to be divided by two.
Since network analysis methods should provide a better understanding of the real-world structure, some concepts (and the associated metrics) that facilitate a richer interpretation have been proposed. In this respect, a very important category is the class of so-called centrality measures. these try to formalize the idea that in many instances, some vertices (or edges) play a more important role than others, hence they should be considered as more central. for the study of the e-tourism networks, three commonly used centrality measures are: degree centrality, closeness centrality, and betweenness centrality.
the degree centrality C D (v) for vertex v is defined as the number of edges it is connected to:
In a directed graph, two kinds of degree centrality are usually distinguished, namely in-degree centrality and out-degree centrality.
the closeness centrality C C (v) for a vertex v is defined as the reciprocal value of the sum of all distances between v and each other vertex w:
.
the betweenness centrality C B (v) for vertex v is defined as follows:
here, σ uw denotes the number of shortest paths between vertex u and vertex w, and σ uw (v) denotes the number of shortest path between those vertices that run through v. Usually the values calculated for these metrics are normalized.
the interpretation of these quantities is intuitive. According to the degree centrality, a vertex is the more important the more neighbors it has; such a vertex is able to influence many others. A vertex that lies on many shortest paths between pairs of vertices in the graph is important according to the betweenness centrality. Such a vertex is involved in the interaction between those vertices and is capable of controlling their communication. On the other hand, a vertex with high betweenness can be regarded as a bridge connecting two different areas of the network and assume the role of a bottleneck. When considering closeness centrality, vertices that have in total a small distance to all other nodes are considered to be more central or important. the vertex with the highest closeness centrality reaches all the other vertices through a minimum number of intermediaries, and is, for example, able to communicate faster with the whole network than every other vertex. Of course, the applicability and the significance of any centrality index depends on the area observed and on the questions asked. When considering directed networks, all centrality measures are calculated separately for in-links and out-links (e.g., we have in-degree and out-degree, in-closeness and out-closeness, etc.).
there are a number of properties, mostly related to the quantities described above, that many "realworld" networks have in common. One of them is the so-called power law degree distribution; that is, the degree distribution of the network's nodes can be approximated by a function of the form p(k) = ck− γ , where k ∈ n denotes the degree of a vertex and c ∈ r and γ ∈ r are positive constants. this implies that in such a network, the majority of vertices have a very low degree while a very few members of the system have a remarkable high number of neighbors, thus acting as hubs for the network. One of the most common mechanisms for obtaining such a topology has been found in the fact that links are not added randomly, but are attached to specific vertices preferentially. Such networks are called scale free. Another common property is the so-called small world property. the term goes back to an experiment by Stanley Milgram (1967) on social networks and expresses that the average distance within such a network is relatively short.
A third property that many "real-world" networks have in common is their community structure: the network's vertices can be divided into groups within which the edges are denser than between different communities. Modularity measures can be used to qualify a particular division of a network into communities: such an index represents the ratio between the links connecting the vertices in a module and those connecting vertices belonging to different modules. the commonly used metric is called modularity index:
where e ii is the fraction of edges in the network between any two vertices in a given subgroup i, and a i is the total fraction of edges with one vertex in the group. the modularity index for the whole network is the mean of those calculated for the modules present in the network. Many social and economic networks, then, see the presence of a very large connected component, which contains the vast majority of all vertices, and of other components of a smaller size with respect to the giant one. It is well known that the World Wide Web exhibits all these properties. It can be modeled by a directed graph whose vertices are webpages (or websites) and whose edges are the hyperlinks between them. Because of its size and its permanent changes, its actual number of vertices and edges can only be estimated. Based on data gathered by some extensive crawlings (Kumar et al., 2000) , the structure of the Web is usually described as follows.
A large SCC comprises about 28% of all webpages; associated with this SCC are one in-component and one out-component. Both of them comprise 21% of webpages. from each vertex of the in-component there is a directed path to the SCC, but not the other way round. for the outcomponent the situation is reversed: there is a directed path from the SCC to each of the outcomponent's vertices, but not vice versa. the remaining 30% of webpages cannot be reached from the SCC by a directed path nor can they reach the SCC; most of them are connected to the in-component or the out-component. In summary, there is a giant weakly connected component that comprises around 91% of all webpages. Many other subsequent studies have reconfirmed these findings and have also shown a characteristic self-similarity in this structure. In other words, this bow-tie (this is the name given to the model) structure can be found in smaller portions of the Web (Dill et al., 2002) . In addition and according to the literature, the average degree of a web page is 7.2; and there is a power law degree distribution for both the webpages' in-degrees and out-degrees (with an exponent γ = 2.1 for the in-degrees and γ = 2.7 for the out-degrees). Furthermore, the World Wide Web seems to be a small world network with an average path length of 16.18.
network Analysis in tourism and e-tourism:
A Short Overview
As already mentioned, the network analysis line of research has been little applied in the field of tourism. In the following, we give a short overview. It must be noted, however, that these works are rather different in nature and hardly comparable. Roughly, the existing studies can divided into three categories:
• papers and studies dealing with the analysis of web network structures, where also comparisons between electronic and real-world networks are made; • network analysis applied to physical infrastructure networks, such as roads or transportation networks; and • works dealing with the relationships between individuals or organizations engaged in tourism (e.g., actors developing tourism policy strategies).
Real World Versus Technological Networks
this category covers studies that treat Web networks and the reflected "real" world at the same time and compares them. Real-world networks consist, in this case, of tourism businesses like hotels or other accommodations that are connected through business relations (denoted as socioeconomic networks), or just through information flows. At the other side, technological networks can be identified as networks that consist of the websites of tourism businesses that are connected through hyperlinks. here, the most comprehensive studies were conducted by Baggio and colleagues with the analysis of the elba tourism destination (Baggio, 2007; Baggio, Scott, & Cooper, 2010; Da fontoura, Costa, & Baggio, 2009; Scott, Cooper, & Baggio, 2008) . Both the real system and the technological network are identified and compared. Also, a comparison between different destinations was performed by studying the Web spaces of the fiji Island and of elba (Baggio, Scott, & Wang, 2007) . Interestingly, and probably not surprisingly, both islands show similar features. furthermore, a study of the Web network of Italian travel agencies (Baggio, 2006) showed again similar connectivity characteristics. finally, Scott, Cooper, and Baggio, 2008 studied the networks of four differently developed Australian tourism regions. the actors of these networks were some of the key stakeholders of the tourism regions. Objects of measurement were not only quantitative information like the frequency of contact, but also qualitative data like the purpose of contact. In this study, the density, average path length, and closeness centrality were measured, as well as some modularity analysis. Besides the structural characteristics and the effects these may have on dynamic processes, such as the diffusion of information, one of the most interesting results of this series of works is the topological similarity between the real and the virtual networks, which may allow, for example, to consider the Web network of a destination as a significant sample of the real set of relationships between the destination actors.
Transportation Networks
A different approach, also using network analysis, is the one of Shih and hsin-Yu (2006) , who looked at the area of car tourism. here, the nodes of the network are the towns and villages of the region nantou (taiwan) and the links are the transport facilities (roads). Unlike the studies mentioned in the previous section, no comparison was made with other networks. however, similar to "classical" social network analysis, the authors used the main centrality measures, such as degree, closeness, and betweenness. Additionally, the authors distinguish between beginning, core, and terminal nodes. this categorization arises when looking at the proportion of in-links and out-links. for example, there exists a terminal node, when it has many in-links and few out-links, because much routes end in this node. Other interpretations are that nodes with a high incloseness are easily reachable, whereas those with a high out-closeness can be called gateways, because through them many other locations can be reached in a short time. nodes with a high betweenness value are interpreted as stopping points. the overall aim of the study was to find out where new tourism infrastructure should be built of which type they should be, and which routes should be preferred and therefore promoted. Many other studies have dealt with airlines, train, and navigation networks. the main aim, besides assessing the general characteristics of these networks, was to find possible reconfigurations of the infrastructures with aiming at optimizing travel times or reducing congestions and bottlenecks (da fontoura Costa et al., 2011).
Actors' Networks
A different perspective was opened by Pforr (2005) . the work focused on the network of actors developing tourism policy strategies (thus being only slightly related with our line of work). the main parameters measured in this study, along with the development of a tourism policy master plan, as defined by the author, are i) influence reputation, ii) cooperation, iii) information exchange, and iv) frequency of two-way communications. the objective was to find the density of the relations between the actors and, if then, to which extent key stakeholders involve their partners. here, the relative high density factors of 0.6 for the undirected and of 0.486 for the directed network are of interest. Comparisons with other networks developing policy master plans (e.g., some general economic policy master plan activities of governments) should be made to find out possible differences due to the specific issues addressed in order to highlight peculiar features of tourism planning processes.
two Case Studies this section presents the results of investigations in the analysis of the Web networks of two tourism destinations: Austria (whole country) and the Italian island of elba. the different data collection methods are described and the main results of the quantitative analysis are presented.
Austria
Piazzi (2011) analyzes the network structure of Austrian e-tourism market and tries to identify its central websites. these websites are determined by the main centrality metrics: degree, closeness, and betweenness. In addition, other different and important parameters of network analysis are calculated, such as density, average path length, average degree, and clustering coefficient, as well as the distribution of the degrees.
the object of this study is the network of the Austrian e-tourism market, which consists of the websites of the Austrian tourism players that promote and sell tourism in Austria. the hyperlinks between the websites represent the connections between these websites (i.e., nodes). It is important to note here, that the main attempt was to find a network consisting only of the tourism players in the Austrian market (according to the classification of Werthner & Klein, 1999) . however, actors that are indirectly involved in the tourism industry were also considered; for example, important players in this network are social media sites, such as facebook, Youtube, and twitter. they play an important role as promotional channels used by tourism players. the data gathering for the network was done with a simple Web crawler (developed by one of the authors). the tool searches the World Wide Web by starting with one or more websites, retrieves the hyperlinks, and follows them in order to uncover other websites. the Web crawler used in this study was written in Java and uses MySQl database for storing webpages and hyperlinks. the data obtained with the crawling process are transformed into a format suitable for the analysis, which was conducted by using UCInet (Borgatti, everett, & freeman, 1992) and Pajek (Batagelj & Mrvar, 2009) . the resulting network can be seen as a directed (asymmetric), unweighted adjacency matrix. the nodes of the network were the entire websites rather than single webpages. In this way, the central DeStInAtIOnS AnD the WeB 221 players of the Austrian tourism industry are better and more comprehensively represented. Moreover, the links were not weighted, assuming (reasonably) that multiple links do not necessary indicate a stronger relation. the network uncovered by the crawler, due to computational requirements, does not constitute the whole Austria tourism Web space. Many, mainly small, websites were not included. A deeper inspection to the most representative websites found by the crawler was conducted to check whether they belong to tourism actors (Werthner & Klein, 1999) , and whether or not their products or services can be classified as tourism related. the resulting network comprises 2.395 of nodes and includes a number of general websites (such as, the social media) connected with the tourism industry. Seventy percent of these 2.395 nodes could be classified as tourism actors (including the handful of social medias) and around 16% were marked by the author as indirectly tourism-related players (comprising enterprises that sell typical products of a region and where tourists are considered as a potential target group).
In summary, the network identified can be considered as a reliable sample of the whole system, also taking into account that there are 91,600 tourism enterprises in Austria (Österreich Werbung, 2011) . figure 1 shows the network obtained, along with the cumulative degree distributions (in-degrees and out-degrees). for the sake of visibility, the figure only reports websites with a deg >30.
In this network (as one may also predict), social media sites, such as facebook or Youtube, receive the most in-links. their important role in the promotion of products, as well as in communication and customer relations, is well recognized, not only in tourism. here, the central sites belonging to the tourism industry are Tiscover.at, Austria. info, and Oebb.at. the first one is the biggest (in terms of customers) online tourism portal of the Alps, originally starting as a destination system. the second site is operated by the Austrian tourist board, and Oebb.at is the portal of the Austrian railways company.
the most central websites according to their degree, closeness, and betweenness are listed in tables 1 and 2.
the site with the highest number of out-degrees is Austria.info, followed by other systems that represent destinations (destination management systems). In nearly all these cases, these sites are operated by public boards, with their task to represent mainly small private tourism enterprises. they do this not only by providing information to the customer but (what is important for this study) by referencing tourism enterprises through hyperlinks on their websites. there is a difference to column in-degree with social media sites at prominent positions. this represents the fact that these sites are used as links to joint services and/or information sources (e.g., videos, in the case of Youtube). this underlines their importance for the tourism sector, but also shows their "open" linking policy and network based business model. the results for the in-closeness and out-closeness are similar to those of the in-degrees and the out-degrees. this seems to be evident as many inlinks make a node also closer to others, so that the node can be reached by more paths and therefore faster over the whole network. this fact applies for the out-degrees and the out-closeness (see table 2) as well. When looking at the betweenness (i.e., such a node is involved in the communication between many nodes and controls their communication) values in table 2, it appears that, with exception of the Austria.info, all sites show only low values. however, social media sites are represented in this table (with its obvious interpretation) as well. But in general, the low numbers of this parameter point at only a limited number of intermediaries in the network, which in turn means that the most websites are either connected directly between them or are not connected at all. Moreover, the low betweenness values suggest a low density of the network. the most important characteristic network parameters are shown in table 3.
the network density of 0.003 seems to be rather low, but it is quite similar to that of other similar Web networks (for more information on the values for the World Wide Web, see da fontoura Costa et al., 2011; Piazzi, 2011) . Also, the average degree can be compared with that of the World Wide Web. the average path length and the clustering coefficient of the network of the Austrian e-tourism market are respectively lower (path length) and higher (clustering coefficient), with respect to what would be expected for a Web subnetwork of the density recorded here. examples are the studies of Adamic and Adar (2003) , who compare the technological networks (consisting of homepages) of students Piazzi, 2011) . Both investigations show a lower average path length and a higher clustering coefficient than the whole World Wide Web. But these values for the average path length and the clustering coefficient of the Austrian e-tourism market and also of the World Wide Web aredespite being something different-similar to those of small world networks (including real world social networks), whose main characteristic is the connectedness of the nodes through short paths (average path length is around the logarithm of the number of nodes) and the formation of clusters. that is to say that the connectedness within the local neighborhood is higher than in the network as a whole. the distribution of the degrees ( fig. 1 ) follows a power law, at least in the most important central area of the distribution (for in-degree > 12 and for out-degree > 29). the power law exponents reported in table 3 were calculated following Clauset, Shalizi, and newman (2009) . Also in this case, there is a high similarity with the general values reported in the literature for the World Wide Web: the in-degree distribution exponent is slightly higher than that of the World Wide Web, while the out-degree distribution exponent is more or less equal. Apart from the obvious consideration of the difference in size, a steeper in-degree distribution, which indicates a greater difference between the number of nodes with a high degree and those with a low degree, can be a symptom of some form of higher modularization of the network.
Island of Elba
the second case described concerns the websites of an Italian tourism destination: the island of elba. Off the coast of tuscany, in the heart of the western Mediterranean Sea, its geographic position, temperate climate, and the variety and beauty of its landscapes, coast, and sea makes it a renowned tourist destination. the elements of the network examined are the websites belonging to the core tourism operators: accommodation (hotels, residences, camping sites, etc.), intermediaries (travel agencies and tour operators), transport, regulation bodies, and services. the whole network comprises 468 elements. In this case, the data were collected in a different way: a list of all elba tourism operators (provided by the local tourist board) was considered and the websites belonging to them were examined. A simple crawler, complemented by a visual inspection, allowed enumerating the hyperlinks that form the network of the elba tourism Web space. the network is shown in figure 2 , along with the cumulative distributions of the indegrees and out-degrees (the study on the elba network is one of Baggio, 2008) .
the main measurements are reported in table 4. As for the Austrian case, the degree distribution exponents were calculated following the procedure of Clauset et al. (2009) . the network exhibits a clear and identifiable scale-free structure. Both the in-degree and out-degree distributions display an almost perfect power law decay with exponents out-degree = 1.89 and in-degree = 2.96. the indegree exponent is higher and the out-degree exponent is lower than those typically measured for the Web. the network is rather sparse with a very low general connectivity (link density). the path length is relatively short and global clustering coefficient quite limited. the small-world properties of the network are thus present, but not very sharply distinguishable. Overall, however, all these values are not too different from those exhibited by many other similar networks (da fontoura Costa et al., 2011) .
As figure 2 shows, a limited number of websites seem to hold the whole network together. these hubs (see table 5) are identified as belonging to the tourism board, to some of the attractions on the island (golf club, thermal baths, or diving), and to some initiatives of private stakeholders, which serve as virtual information points for tourists. Due to the period in which the initial study was conducted (2008) , no social media websites are included in this network as their role was, at that time, negligible. the main characteristics for this network can be summarized as follows. the network shows a scale-free topology for both indegree and out-degree distributions, which are consistent with that generally ascribed to the Web, with a very large proportion of disconnected elements. Clustering is quite limited.
Modularity Analysis of the Austrian and Elban Networks
A complex network can show a finer structure, beside the one which can be inferred by the distribution of the nodal degrees. As stated in the previous sections, the modular structure of a web network is an important element, in a tourism environment this represents the formation of cooperative groups which, as much literature suggests, plays a significant role in the development and the growth of a destination (Bramwell & lane, 2000; Vernon, essex, Pinder, & Curry, 2005) . Both networks were analyzed in this way. the modularity was assessed by using the Stochastic Algorithm proposed by Clauset, newman, and Moore (2004) . essentially, the procedure tries to identify community's recursively by maximizing the modularity index Q (see Section 2). the procedure is then repeated by using, as null model, a randomized version of the networks. this randomization (a random rewiring of the existent links) is applied in a way to preserve the original degree for each node. the results are shown in table 6 and figure 3 shows the communities identified in both cases. As can be seen, the modularity is evident but not much higher than that calculated for the randomized versions (Austria is 9% higher and elba 6% higher). Also, while the Austrian network has only 3 communities, the elban network has 11, indicating a higher degree of internal fragmentation, possibly indicating a higher level of organization or cohesion of the Austrian websites.
Discussion and Comparison
the cases presented here exhibit obvious differences. the main reasons for them are in the choice of data collection methods (a semimanual method for elba and a fully automated crawler for Austria) and in the size of the Web region examined-in the first case (Austria), it belongs to an entire country, while in the second (elba), a local destination has been analyzed. Moreover, even if not large, the time difference between the studies (almost 2 years) might have played a role. the result can be seen mainly in the difference in density (i.e., number of links discovered). however, the two networks exhibit clear similarities in their topology, the short average path lengths and, above all, the scale-free behavior of the degree distribution are general properties that have been found in many other similar networks.
It is reasonable to assume that the different slopes of the degree distributions, although in the range of those generally found on the Web, and those in the link densities, are due to the different attitudes of the tourism operators, with a greater selfishness of the elban companies, which tend to limit the cooperative linking practices (Baggio, 2008 (Baggio, , 2010 . this is also confirmed by looking at the clustering and modularity characteristics of the two networks. the very limited number of studies similar to the present one does not allow relating the characteristics of the degree distribution with the evolutionary history of the destinations, even if a tendency to a more connected Web space could be attributed to a longer and better established technological habit, which Austria has.
One more consideration is in order here, in both cases, no major booking engines (such as Booking. com, hRS.com, Venere, and expedia) were crawled, or no one has shown to have an important position in the network, despite the fact that they, in the real world, play a major role in controlling the market. the reason is that, generally speaking, these booking engines do not link to other sites, but provide only internal connections to the booking functionalities, nor do other websites (i.e., hospitality) link to them, for understandable competitive reasons. the only exception is, in the Austrian network, tiscover. In this case, however, the company has its main roots in destination systems, and as such it has a higher attitude to provide its visitors with a more comprehensive view of the destination, rather than just selling bookings or packages (Pröll & Retschitzegger, 2000) . the relatively low density of both networks raises an issue when considering the possibility to find the destination's websites online and to navigate through them. new generation crawlers, in fact, built on the concepts of dynamic and focused crawling, are particularly suited to find modular well identifiable (i.e., with high link density) areas on the Web (guimerà, Diaz-guilera, VegaRedondo, Cabrales, & Arenas, 2002; liu & Menczer, 2011; Maiya & Berger-Wolf, 2011; Olston & najork, 2010) . low densities might hinder, in the long term, the ranking of the tourism operators' websites of the destinations examined (Baggio & Antonioli Corigliano, 2009 ).
Conclusions the main objective of this article was to show how network analysis methods can be used in the study of tourism destinations' Web spaces and to assess the role they can play and the insights they can provide. After a brief review of the literature and a short introduction to the techniques, we have presented two cases. One is an entire country (Austria), the second one is a smaller area (island of elba). We have discussed the differences in the results, mainly arising from the different data collection approaches and from the timing of the analysis. We have also commented on the possible interpretation of these differences, in terms of the diverse settings, attitudes, and organizations present in the destinations. On the other hand, the studies have shown how some fundamental topological properties of the two networks are similar results, which reconfirms what the wider literature on complex networks has stated in the last years.
the results provided have shown clearly how these methods are able to uncover some structural features and how these can be used for achieving a better knowledge of the systems examined. Obviously, network analysis techniques need a strong complement in order to provide a complete picture of the objects studied. first of all, as seen, a strong qualitative knowledge is needed for a correct interpretation of the results. Secondly, network methods alone can only offer good assessments on relationships and information flows, and can be quite useful in the attempts to optimize them. however, they are not able, by their nature, to unveil features that are not rooted in the network of online linkages, such as certain business practices and models. this is the case, for example, of those used by booking engines or other similar organizations. Moreover, further work is needed to relate other metrics (e.g., booking statistics, visits, or conversion rates) to the network position of the websites. this could greatly assist in attributing an economic value to the efforts put in place by the tourism operators, and help them in achieving higher efficiency and effectiveness in their usage of the technological environment.
the application of sound network analysis methods, although quite diffused in some disciplines, is relatively new in tourism and only a few complete works have been carried out so far. the secondary objective of this article was also to push other academics towards a wider usage of these methods. Many of the questions posed can be solved with targeted investigations, which will be conducted in the future, or by combining network analysis techniques to more traditional lines of investigation.
